Grand Cable Beanie / Multi Cable Beanie
A skacel collection, Inc. design
SKILL LEVEL:
SIZE and MATERIALS:
Size: Adult - approx 22” to 24”
circumference
Featured Yarn: HiKoo® Zumie, 50%
Acrylic, 30% Wool, 20% Nylon; 110 yds /
200g hank; one (1) hank can make two
hats.
addi Needles & Notions:
10 mm (approx US 15) DPNs
or size needed to obtain gauge
Cable needle; tapestry needle
All yarn and needles
distributed by skacel collection Inc.
STITCH PATTERNS:
For Grand Cable Beanie:
Seed Stitch: (over even number of sts):
Rnd 1: *P1, k1, repeat from *.
Rnd 2: Purl the knit sts, knit the purl sts.
Repeat Rnd 2 for Seed Stitch.
6-Stitch Left Cable (6LC):

Color shown: Zumie #113

Slip 3 sts onto cable needle and hold in front, k3, k3 from cable needle.
For Multi Cable Beanie:
2-Stitch Left Cable (2LC):
Slip 1 st onto cable needle and hold in front, k1, k1 from cable needle.
GAUGE:
Note: Because tension varies from knitter to knitter, finished hat measurements will vary slightly. Using this yarn should
yield 2 hats from one hank. Using a larger needle size may increase the amount of yardage needed.

To save time, check your gauge and
read all instructions thoroughly before beginning.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Shaping:

Grand Cable Beanie:

Rnd 21: *P2tog, k2; repeat from * around.

CO 36 sts and divide evenly onto 4 needles.

Rnd 22: *P1, k2; repeat from * around.

Rnds 1 - 3: K2, 6 seed sts, k2, p1, k6, p1, k2, 6 seed sts, k2, p1, k6, p1.

Rnd 23: *P1, SKP; repeat from * around.

Rnd 4: K2, 6 seed sts, k2, p1, 6LC, p1, k2, 6 seed sts, k2, p1, 6LC, p1.

Rnd 24: Knit.

Rnds 5 - 6: K2, 6 seed sts, k2, p1, k6, p1, k2, 6 seed sts, k2, p1, k6, p1.

Rnd 25: *K2tog; repeat from * around = 11 sts.

Rnds 7 - 18: Repeat Rnds 1-6 two more times.
FINISHING:

Rnd 19: Repeat Rnd 1.

Using tapestry needle, draw yarn through remaining 11 sts and fasten off.

Shaping:
Rnds 20 - 26: *SKP, knit rem sts on needle; repeat from * around = 8 sts
(after all decreases).

Weave in yarn ends.
ABBREVIATIONS:
2LC

2 Stitch Left Cable

6LC

6-Stitch Left Cable

approx

approximate(ly)

CO

Cast On

Multi Cable Beanie:

DPNs

Double Pointed Needle(s)

CO 44 sts; divide onto 4 DPNs as follows (12, 12, 12, 8).

k

knit

Rnd 1: *P2, k2; repeat from * around.

k2tog

knit two stitches together as one

Rnd 2: *P2, 2LC; repeat from * around.

p

purl

Rnds 3: *P2, k2; repeat from * around.

p2tog

purl two stitches together as one

Rnds 4 - 18: Repeat Rnds 1 - 3, five more times.

rnd(s)

round(s)

Rnds 19 - 20: Repeat Rnds 1 & 2.

SKP

Slip 1 stitch, knit 1 stitch, pass the slipped stitch over the stitch

FINISHING:
Using tapestry needle, draw yarn through remaining 8 sts and fasten off.
Weave in yarn ends.

just knit.
st(s)

stitch(es)
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